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Deon van der Merwe (Other)

To provide a broader perspective to young students in Life Sciences Classes (This article provides new insights on the identification of potential vulnerable areas in terms of global climate change and should be available to all citizens of the world, especially to those who may be most affected in the future)
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Eileen Shepherd
@Eileen_Shepherd

I hit a #paywall trying to access nature.com/nclimate/journ...! Help me demand open access at openaccessbutton.org via @OA_Button

12:48pm - 19 Nov 13 - Tweet Button

I'm trying to improve scholarly communication. It's an article about Open Access in a toll access journal. Oh, the irony...
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Ibrahim Siregar (Student)

It's important for my final thesis.
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Jason Harris (Doctor)

Attempting to improve clinical diagnosis for new patient evaluation.
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A new mission – and a new tool
Students Rally for Access to Publicly Funded Research

Campuses declare “National Day of Action” in support of federal legislation

WASHINGTON, DC – February 1, 2007 – Freeculture.org, the international student movement for free culture, in collaboration with the Alliance for Taxpayer Access (ATA), today announced that February 15, 2007 will be a “National Day of Action” for students that support open sharing of scientific and scholarly research findings on the Internet. Events nationwide will highlight the importance of taxpayer access to publicly funded research and rally support for Congressional passage of the Federal Research Public Access Act. The day also marks the fifth anniversary of the landmark Budapest Open Access Initiative, when the worldwide open access movement first took form, and will be supported by the launch of a new Web resource and petition for public access, produced jointly by freeculture.org and the ATA.
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If publishing in #openaccess journals costs me my career, then this is not the career I want. Period.
- Erin McKinnon
FIGURE 3
Increase in Student & Early Stage Researcher involvement in OA
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